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Letter from the Chairman
Dear Readers,
Happy holidays! This special time of year brings people together. We all share happy moments with family and
friends and we hope you'll always experience good times while moving ahead in life. May 2012 steer you towards
your dreams.
It's with great pleasure that I introduce this first issue of RYMCO's Corporate Newsletter. 2011 has been a challenging,
fluctuating year and yet it was successful and witnessed many great campaigns; high sales performance; our
becoming the only company to have ISO Certification for every department; and the introduction of the long-awaiting
new Nissan Micra, and a sizeable increase in market share and profitability. In this Issue, you will glimpse through
the past year Highlights.
Over the past years, RYMCO has long been a main player in the automotive marketing, having had a big influence
on the total industry volume, even during unstable political and economical periods. In 2007, the total market consisted
of 20,000 cars sold and as of 2008 till 2011, the total market grew to approximately 35,000 cars sold. RYMCO sales
was the main catalyst affecting this growth which is actually significant considering that we didn’t have small sized
cars which is the biggest trend that started in 2009 with 15% of the market and now makes up 30% of the market
(i.e. 10,000 cars).
Given this development, RYMCO addressed the new challenge in an unlikely way. In the past years, we have been
leading with two cars (Nissan Sunny and Tiida) with devised successful financial and promotional strategies. These
included lease, spilt and drive (which drew in 18% of the market share) and the launch of the long awaited 2012
Nissan MICRA. RYMCO now boasts 60.40% of the Japanese car market in Lebanon and is proud to represent
Japanese brands given Japan's resilience after the earthquake's aftermath and their technological edge as seen in
creations like the Nissan Leaf (a nature loving 100% electric car).
We remain honoured and proud to represent few of the greatest global brands.
We cannot but admire Nissan’s performance despite of the unreasonable strong Yen, latest drastic earthquake,
Thailand’s flood and the overall global recession. Nissan strived to generate profits while pounding analysts’ expectations.
On behalf of Rymco’s shareholders and stake holders, I extend my greatest sympathies to the people of Japan, and
wish them all needed strength in following the path of life dispatched of their loved ones that sadly lost their lives
during the devastating earthquake.
And at the end of the day, RYMCO is not about numbers. We are about client satisfaction and people. We are keen
to connect with you and to make you feel like you are part of RYMCO's success story. This is why this newsletter
is designed to keep you informed and engaged. Inside you will gain insight into the automotive and market situation,
campaign highlights, RYMCO news (regional, local, aftersales and digital news), internal news (awards, annual dinner,
ISO Certification, Farewells, new staff members), events and the model of the year.
Our mission during 2012 is to mould Rymco into a more resilient company that can accommodate rocky roads and
unstable environments.
Unfortunately we live in unstable region where we need to hedge for unfavourable scenarios, but fortunately optimism
is our only motor.
Thank you for taking an interest in RYMCO and for taking the time to read this newsletter. We will be sharing this
Newsletter on a quarterly basis to communicate our latest news and updates with you. RYMCO promises to continue
to drive success in 2012 and in the years to come.

Yours Faithfully,
Fayez Rasamny, Chairman of RYMCO
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Nissan alone now controls 60.44% of total Japanese market excluding Luxury.
Adding Infiniti and Commercial, Nissan Controls almost 65% of Japanese car sales in
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REGIONAL NEWS
INFINITI & RED BULL RACING:
THE INFINITI LUXURY AUTOMOTIVE BRAND JOINS
THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS RACING SERIES IN THE WORLD
Lebanon, Beirut, 24th February, 2011 – Infiniti, the global
luxury automotive brand from Japan, announced today a
marketing agreement with Formula One World Champions,
Red Bull Racing Renault, covering the 2011 and 2012 F1
seasons. Leveraging the co-operative power of the
Renault-Nissan Alliance, a unique triumvirate has been
created with Red Bull Racing, focused on high-profile
marketing and technical activities around Formula One.
As part of the agreement, Infiniti will have a high-profile
branding presence on the racing car, drivers clothing and
related team uniforms and equipment. In addition to the
branding and marketing relationship, Infiniti will work with
Renault to forge future technical collaboration with Red
Bull Racing. The Red Bull Racing team will continue to
utilise the Renault F1 engines in 2011 and 2012 that
powered them to their maiden Formula One World
Championships last season.
Commenting on this historic announcement for Infiniti,
Andy Palmer, Senior Vice President, Infiniti said: “Over the
mid-term, Infiniti will be simultaneously expanding its
global presence and broadening its product range. Given
these twin ambitions, it is clear that Formula One offers us
an unrivalled global communications platform,
complementing Infiniti’s ethos of Inspired Performance. We
are excited to have the opportunity to enter Formula One
together with a world-class team like Red Bull Racing
Renault.”

was instrumental in pulling the agreement together, said:
“Red Bull has always taken a different approach, so when
the Infiniti executives outlined their innovative plan to us we
were very open to working with them. Coming off the back
of our 2010 Drivers’ and Constructors’ World
Championships, we feel even more excited to be starting
the 2011 season with a new and committed partner like
Infiniti.”
Bernard Rey, President of Renault Sport F1 further
endorsed the new deal: “While Renault is rightfully very
proud of our achievements within Formula One, we know
the future is about collaboration. To have a talented and
committed Alliance partner like Infiniti is very welcome as
we set out on the current and future challenges in Formula
One. So it is with great pleasure that I would like to
welcome Andy Palmer and his entire team in our Formula
One adventure, and I look forward to starting the 2011
season together as Alliance partners.”

Red Bull Racing’s Team Principal Christian Horner, who
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INFINITI LUXURY AUTOMOTIVE BRAND JOINS
THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS RACING SERIES

A MILLION IN QASH
NISSAN QASHQAI JOINS MILLIONAIRES' ROW IN THE UK

THE ORIGINAL CROSSOVER PASSES PRODUCTION MILESTONE IN RECORD TIME
Dubai United Arab Emirates, July 19, 2011: Staff at Nissan
Sunderland Plant celebrated the production of their one
millionth Nissan Qashqai, cementing its position as one of
the most successful British-built cars ever.

exceeded all expectations with a long list of pre-orders. In
trend setting markets like this region, the Nissan Qashqai
recorded leading results”, commented Abdulilah Wazni,
Senior SUV Brand Manager at Nissan Middle East.

The landmark vehicle was driven off the production line
four years, six months and 23 days after production began
on December 5, 2006. No other UK-built car has reached
the million mark in such a short space of time.
The Nissan Qashqai is easily the highest-volume car produced in the UK. Future Qashqai production will safeguard
the jobs of 6,000 people at Nissan and in the UK supply
chain.

On average, 1,200 Qashqais per day are produced at the
plant, or one every minute that the production line is working. More than 80 per cent of Qashqai production is exported to 97 markets worldwide from the Port of Tyne.
The Qashqai is firmly established as one of the UK's Top 10
best-selling cars, and was the fourth best-selling model in
the C-segment across Europe in the 2010 Fiscal Year. Its
top five markets were the UK, Italy, Germany, Spain and
France. The car's many accolades include top ranking for
four consecutive years from the ADAC breakdown organisation in Germany, one of Europe's most demanding quality surveys.

Kevin Fitzpatrick, Nissan Vice President for Manufacturing
in the UK, said: "The Nissan Qashqai has been a phenomenal success since its start of production just four and a
half years ago. Qashqai was a real crossover pioneer and
producing one million in such a short space of time is a fantastic achievement, not just by staff at the Sunderland
Plant, but also by the designers and engineers who developed such a popular car and our dealer network who have
helped to generate such high demand."
Published on: 09/03/2011 | Page: 4 | Name: The Daily Star | Country: Lebanon

“The Nissan Qashqai is the ultimate choice for those who
want a more attractive design and distinctively providing
the comfort of sedan and elegance status of an SUV. Since
its introduction as the first global production designed by
Nissan Design Centre in Europe, Nissan Qashqai has

The Nissan Qashqai features eye-catching interior and exterior design, cockpit cabin concept and Nissan’s dynamic
safety engineering.
The exterior of Nissan Qashqai has an aggressive and
sporty design that reflects an image of mobile modern
sophistication. Its sleek, elegant styling features dynamically arched forms and powerful rear shoulder lines.
Nissan Qashqai is built on Nissan’s “C” platform, which
provides high body stiffness with extensive use of high-
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strength steel utilised to reduce body weight. It also comes
with 18 inch alloy wheels.
Nissan Qashqai in the Middle East region offers a choice of
two and four-wheel drive with a 2.0-litre engine
4 in-line that produces 142hp at 5200 rpm, mated to an

advanced CVT gearbox. Nissan’s highly praised electronically
controlled ALL MODE 4x4® system and a four-wheel drive
are implemented to provide greater traction for safer driving
and extra control in all weathers. Other safety features
include side and curtian airbags and Vehicle Dynamic
Control (VDC).

has endured a terrible run of bad luck throughout the

and I was able to start building a little bit of a gap:

length of this season's Championship, suffered a

I wanted to make as big a gap as I could for the driver

suspension problem whilst pushing hard for third place,

change in case anything went wrong. Overall it really has

ending its race challenge instantly. Dumbreck's loss

been a perfect weekend - now it's on to the great unknown

promoted Brabham's into fifth, and the Australian was to

of China, which we'll obviously be approaching with a lot of

go one better and over take the Ford for fourth on the

confidence."

penultimate lap - an astonishing achievement given the

NO.23 JRM SECURES PAUL RICARD DOUBLE FOR NISSAN
WITH BRILLIANT GT1 CHAMPIONSHIP RACE WIN

no.21's start on the sixth row of the grid. Up ahead

Michael's team-mate in the no.23 JRM, Lucas Luhr, added:

meanwhile, Luhr was able to withstand a renewed push

"When I left the pits I had quite a good gap but evidentally

from the no.8 Aston Martin in second to claim the no.23

the no.8 Aston pushed quite hard on his out lap, because I

JRM's second GT1 race victory in as many days.

soon saw him coming up behind me in my mirrors and I
thought ‘this is going to be close!'. After a few laps the tyre

KRUMM AND LUHR LEAD FROM START TO FINISH TO ADD TO SATURDAY'S QUALIFYING RACE VICTORY
The German duo of Michael Krumm and Lucas Luhr

highly-skilled and pulsating driving from Campbell-Walter,

followed up Saturday's GT1 Qualifying Race victory in the

who made four excellent passing manoeuvres to leave his

no.23 JRM Racing Nissan GT-R with more of the same in

car in a comfortable eighth place come the opening of the

the Championship Race at Paul Ricard, leading from

pit window on 25 minutes.

beginning to end and putting themselves back on top of
the GT1 Drivers' Championship standings in the process.

At the front, having worn the fresh tyres in, the no.23 JRM

The no.21 Sumo Power GT of David Brabham and Jamie

started to pull away from the chasing no.7 Aston Martin,

Campbell-Walter clinched an excellent fourth place after

establishing a four second lead ahead of the mandatory

making up seven grid positions during the course of the

tyre and driver changes, whilst Westbrook's stint behind

race, whilst there were also good drives from Enrique

the wheel saw the no.22 JRM make a good overtaking

Bernoldi and Nick Catsburg in the no.20 car. The only sour

manoeuvre to come into the pits in fifth.

Speaking afterwards, Michael Krumm said: "It's a brilliant

pressure came up and then I could control the pace more,

feeling to get a double victory here at Paul Ricard and jump

but I still didn't want to risk pushing too much, as we saw

back into the lead in the Drivers' Championship - the GT-R

what can happen with tyre degradation on this track

felt really great out there, and it handled very comfortably

yesterday: I didn't overstretch.

throughout my stint behind the wheel.
"Once again, Michael and I need to thank the whole team
"The most important thing for me today was to have a

for their hard work, and for giving us the wonderful tools

good getaway and get through the first corner without an

with which we can win races. Two wins is a great feeling!"

accident, which I did. As expected, Tomas (Enge) in the

Round eight of the GT1 World Championship, in Ordos,

following no.7 Aston gave me a very hard time during the

China will take place on the weekend of the 3rd - 4th

first few laps, and it took a while to get the tyre pressures

September, 2011.

up. However, after about three or four laps I found the grip

note of the afternoon for Nissan came with the retirement
of the luckless no.22 JRM, which encountered suspension

The main Nissan pit stop beneficiary this time round was

problems late on in the race when challenging for third

the no.21 Sumo Power GT, with some brilliant work by the

place.

car's pit crew allowing the fresh behind the wheel Brabham
to come out two places up the order in sixth. There were

A large number of penalties applied by the race stewards

satisfactory stops for the two JRMs, with the no.23 and

in relation to the Qualifying Race meant a starting grid that

no.22 JRM retaining first and fifth respectively, whilst the

bore little resemblance to Saturday's final race positions,

no.20 Sumo Power GT found itself losing a couple of

with the first placed no.23 JRM the only Nissan to start

places to come back out in ninth.

where it finished. The no.22 and no.21 were both penalised
three positions for cutting track corners, although due to

The opening stages of the second half of the race saw the

similar penalties being incurred by several other cars

no.23's lead to second place slashed to nearly nothing as

around them they actually ended up only dropping two

the no.8 Young Driver Aston Martin, having overtaken it's

places (no.22) and one place (no.21) respectively. This

no.7 team-mate in the pits, managed to close right up to

meant that the four GT-Rs started the race in first (no.23

Luhr's tail: there followed several tense laps before the

JRM), sixth (no.22 JRM), seventh (no.20 Sumo Power GT)

GT-R managed to pull away and build a near two second

and 11th (no.21 Sumo Power GT) positions.

gap again. Slightly further back, Dumbreck was having a
strong drive behind the wheel of the no.22 JRM, easily

A clean race start saw Krumm comfortably retain his first

overtaking the no.41 Ford GT for fourth place, whilst

position

often

Bernoldi, having closed a substantial gap to the cars in

incident-packed first corner in the no.23 JRM, with the

front of him, made two great overtakes in the final quarter

no.22 and 20 Nissans doing likewise in sixth and seventh.

of the race, lifting the no.20 Sumo Power GT up into seventh.

going

into

the

all-important

and

The no.21 Sumo Power GT was the only GT-R to lose a
position on the opening lap, falling back one to 12th place,

Just when everything was looking rosy for Nissan there

but this would only prove to be a catalyst for some

was to be unfortunate late drama as the no.22 JRM, which
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INFINITI ANNOUNCES JX LUXURY CROSSOVER
TO JOIN ITS LINE NEXT SPRING

INFINITI GLOBAL BRAND AMBASSADOR SEBASTIAN VETTEL LOOKS AHEAD
TO HIS HOME GRAND PRIX AT THE NURBURGRING

NORTH AMERICAN DEBUT OF IPL G CONVERTIBLE CONCEPT AND RED BULL RACING FORMULA ONE CAR
SET FOR NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL AUTO SHOW
Beirut, Lebanon (3 May, 2011) - Infiniti has announced an
all-new three-row luxury crossover designated the Infiniti
JX that will go on sale at its retailers in spring 2012 as a
2013 model.
An exterior sketch of the Infiniti JX suggests a vehicle that
pushes the boundaries of what a luxury crossover can
be – with signature styling cues of the brand, such as
dynamic and elegant line treatments inspired by nature.
The brand styling theme continues with a “crescent cut”
greenhouse design influenced by the Infiniti Essence
concept car. More details will be provided when the Infiniti
JX concept is shown at the Pebble Beach Concours
d’Elegance this August. The production version will make
its global debut at the 2011 Los Angeles Auto Show in
November.
“The all-new Infiniti JX crossover will allow us to continue
to expand the Infiniti brand’s presence in the Americas,”
said Carlos Tavares, chairman, Nissan Americas. “In 2010,
Infiniti was one of the fastest-growing luxury brands in the
United States, and this year we will expand our presence
further to Mexico and Panama, followed by Chile in the first
half of 2012.”
“There aren’t a lot of choices for luxury families today. The
all-new Infiniti JX is the 7-passenger antidote to the
ho-hum luxury crossovers that are out there right now,”
added Ben Poore, vice president of Infiniti Americas. “The
Infiniti JX will have a stunning interior, while offering
exceptional seating flexibility, easy access to the roomy

third row, plus the latest in-vehicle technology – including
next-generation telematics. A fitting addition to our line, it
will challenge the status quo in its class.”
In addition to the JX announcement, Infiniti said that the
New York International Auto Show will be the regional
debut of its IPL G Convertible Concept and Infinitisponsored Red Bull Racing Formula One car.

The IPL G Convertible Concept, which made its world
debut at the Paris Auto Show last fall, features unique
aerodynamic styling, the performance of an IPL-tuned V6,
exhaust and system, 19-inch IPL aluminum wheels,
three-piece retractable hardtop and a dramatic red
leather-appointed interior set against a Malbec Black
exterior. The IPL G Convertible Concept will be displayed
near the limited production IPL G Coupe, which is available
now at Infiniti retailers in the United States and Canada.
The competition-tested Red Bull Racing Formula One
racer will also be on display, representing Infiniti’s
marketing and technical collaboration agreement with the
current Formula One World Champions. As part of the
partnership, Infiniti has branding presence on the racing
car, drivers clothing and related team uniforms and
equipment.
The 2011 New York International Auto Show runs April 22
through May 1 at the Jacob Javits Convention Center.

INSPIRED PERFORMANCE, BY SEBASTIAN VETTEL:
“For me, this is the big one. The German Grand Prix is my
home race and, obviously, that makes it the one I’d love to
win more than any other.

and in fact I’ll be taking an Infiniti M37s and an Infiniti M35h
around the track before the race weekend which I’m really
looking forward to. It’s intimidating; a crazy place!

I’ve been on the podium for my home race a couple of
times – don’t get me wrong, that was a really enjoyable
experience – but to stand on the top step in front of your
home crowd and hear the national anthem has to be one of
the greatest feelings any sports person can have. It’s
something very, very special.

Obviously, we wouldn’t be able to race on the old circuit
because the cars we have today are way too low and too
fast. But, because of the fantastic history of the
Nordschleife, it makes the Nürburgring a place with
tradition going back more than 70 years. You can’t buy
that.

Hockenheim – where I finished third in 2010 – is just half an
hour from where I live, but it makes no difference that the
race has switched to the Nürburgring, near the border with
Belgium.

Now you know why I’d really like to win this one!”

A lot of my family and friends will come to this race. It
doesn’t add pressure as such but it’s really nice to have
them there. Some drivers will tell you that support is worth
maybe a tenth of a second a lap or something. I can’t be
sure about that, but it certainly adds to the good feeling of
racing in my home country.

From the 2011 season, Infiniti is a major partner of the Red
Bull Racing team and features prominently on the
race-winning RB7 driven by Sebastian Vettel and Mark
Webber.

I know the Nürburgring very well because I raced there a lot
in the junior categories when aiming to get to Formula 1.
I’ve obviously got a lot of good memories and I can’t tell
you how much I’m looking forward to attacking this circuit
again in a Formula 1 car.
It’s a real fun track because it’s got some nice long corners
which should suit my Red Bull RB7 very well. The layout
rises and falls quite dramatically, and that adds to the
challenge and the enjoyment. In fact, I’d say the
Nürburgring is one of the best tracks we have all year.
I should add, of course, that this is the ‘New Nürburgring’.
The old Nürburgring, known as the Nordschleife, goes off
into the Eifel Mountains and the start/finish sits alongside
the new track. They last held the German Grand Prix there
in 1976. You can still drive round it in your road car today,
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INFINITI MIDDLE EAST ANNOUNCES RECORD SALES

Beirut, 31st May 2011 - Infiniti Middle East has announced

With the launch of the Infiniti G Convertible in March 2010,

its record sales for the first quarter of 2011. Infiniti’s per-

Infiniti Middle East gained 13% segment share for FY10.

formance showed escalating sales in the first quarter of the

Infiniti Middle East launched the Infiniti QX in July 2010,

year with a recorded growth of 36.5% compared to the last

which has resulted in a 6% segment share in 8 months

quarter of last year. Infiniti also marked a 36.4% growth in

since its introduction to the region. The Infiniti FX remains

market share during the first quarter of the year.

the brand hero, contributing 44% of total Infiniti sales.

Antoine Barthes, General Manager of the Infiniti Business

Infiniti Middle East is currently opening retail outlets dedi-

Unit in the Middle East, commented:

cated solely to Infiniti for the first time; designed to support

“We are optimistic about the growth of premium brands in

the increased variety of demand for their luxury vehicles.

the Middle East region. Currently, we are working on sev-

The first dedicated Infiniti Retail Environment Design

eral dealer network expansion plans and customer events

Initiative (IREDI) Center was inaugurated in Kuwait City, fol-

to sustain the results in the coming years. Infiniti has con-

lowed by Abu Dhabi, Muscat, Riyadh and more IREDI cen-

sistently grown its line-up of luxury vehicles in the region.

ters will be delivered in 2011.

“Infiniti’s lineup has grown further in 2010 with major addi-

Today, the Infiniti line-up consists of the premium luxury G

tions: the all new Infiniti G Convertible, Infiniti M37, Infiniti

Sedan, G Coupe and G Convertible, the EX35 Luxury

M56 and Infiniti QX56. Today, Infiniti is the most dynamic

Crossover, the FX35/50 Performance Crossover, the

luxury global automotive brand in the world, with consider-

M37/56 Mid-size Premium Luxury Sedan and the QX56

able operations in Europe, China, Taiwan, Russia, Ukraine,

Full-size Luxury SUV.

Indonesia, Korea, North America and the Middle East. ”
added Barthes.
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NEW FINANCIAL SCHEME
SPLIT & DRIVE

LOCAL NEWS
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN LEBANON
THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT LAUNCHES AN AIR POLLUTION
STUDY IN A MOVING VAN
Beirut - Thursday 9th December, 2010 – The Atmospheric
and Analytical Laboratory (AAL) at the American University
of Beirut (AUB) under the supervision of Dr. Najat A. Saliba

RYMCO Creative Financing Programs:

with the support of Rasamny Younis Motor Company –
RYMCO, Nissan’s exclusive dealer in Lebanon and Bank
Audi sal – Audi Saradar Group launched today, during a
press conference, their new environmental study that aims
to monitor the air pollution caused by traffic.
A first of its kind in Lebanon, this project will measure the

As for Mr. Ibrahim Salibi, Assistant General Manager –

particulate matter (PM) generated by biogenic and anthro-

Head of Corporate and Commercial Banking at Bank Audi

pogenic sources among which vehicles are major contrib-

sal - Audi Saradar Group, he added: “As the leading bank

utors through a real-time device installed in a Nissan Urvan

in Lebanon, we strongly believe we have a civic role to play

moving Van. The van, exclusively offered by Nissan for this

within the community we operate in. It is from this perspec-

project, will travel along a busy road connecting Beirut to

tive that we owe it to ourselves and to society to give the

Jounieh for one year starting today from 7:00am until 10:00

environment the importance it deserves. This specific ini-

am and from 5:00pm until 8:00 pm on both sides of the

tiative of measuring the quality of the air and the pollution

roadway.

in Lebanon is key to the blooming of environment-friendly
schemes which can only contribute to the well-being of the

“In Beirut, as in many other overpopulated capital, traffic is

community.”

the main source of air pollution,” said Dr. Najat A. Saliba,
specialist in air pollution and Associate Professor at the

Measuring PM levels will report, for the first time in

Chemistry Department at AUB. “Numerous studies have

Lebanon, drivers and passengers’ exposure during their

determined that air pollution caused by traffic near residen-

travel to and out of Beirut. Results will serve as basis for

tial areas affects the health. We aim throughout the year to

studies on the impact of traffic pollution on the population’s

study, understand and assess the levels of PMs so that the

health while highlighting to the public sector the imminent

results will benefit the public sector and guide them in their

need for traffic measurements and regulations.

pursuit of new and efficient rules and regulations.” She
added.

“Being part of the automobile industry mandates that we
take a responsible role in developing strategies to help
address air pollution and its consequences, one of the
highest priorities of environmental issues in line with Nissan
two-pillar strategy for year 2010”, said RYMCO’s CEO,
Abdo Sweidan. “We are confident that if more companies
realize the impact of simple measures such as these have
on reducing environmental harm, perhaps more of them

Over the years, RYMCO has always managed to create
financial facilities to cater to its customers. Now, only available at RYMCO, you can purchase the car while enjoying
your payments. With either the Split & Drive Program or the
Lease to own program, RYMCO is attempting to facilitate
you financing schemes and lower your monthly payments.
You can enjoy the ownership options within a most efficient
financial program tailored for your needs.

SPLIT & DRIVE
RYMCO introduces its latest financing program “Split &
Drive” enabling aspiring customers to upgrade their purchase to the Nissan model of their choice. The “Split &
Drive” program is a new customized financial scheme, with
the intention to lower the monthly payment, whereby customers can split their down payment into two, paying half
at the time of purchase, and the other half after 5 years at
no additional cost.
LEASE TO OWN
RYMCO’s Lease-to-own financing program is a perfect
solution to driving the car you want. Leasing allows you to
own the car of your choice, along with major advantages
compared to similar financing plans. After 3 years of
financing, you have the option to refinance your last payment, pay it in the form of a Balloon payment or return the
vehicle to RYMCO without any further obligations.

RYMCO SPONSORS THE IQRA’ ASSOCIATION
RYMCO gladly sponsored Iqra’ Association for five school
visits in different areas of Lebanon where 16 International
College (IC) students volunteer on these visits encouraging
the young generation to read and learn. IQRA’ Association
is a non-profit, non-sectarian, non-political association
with the aim to reach out to children in all areas in Lebanon
using the story book as a tool. With the mission of
“Encourage a lifetime reading habit among Lebanese
youth” this association brings books closer to children in
the elementary public schools by creating class libraries as
well as training school librarians and teachers on how to
encourage the children to read stories for fun.

will become carbon neutral,” he added.
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SPLIT YOUR DOWN-PAYMENT WITH THE 2011 NISSAN TIIDA

RYMCO REVEALS ONE OF THIS YEAR’S HOTTEST OFFERS
Beirut, 4 May 2011 - RYMCO, the leading automotive deal-

is available in 1.6L and 1.8L models available in 11 grades.

er in Lebanon, unveiled its latest breathtaking campaign

The reason behind Nissan Tiida’s popularity is mainly its

enabling aspiring customers to purchase the 2011 Nissan

combination of good interior space vis a vis its external

Tiida at a special monthly payment of $279 only! Rymco

dimension, decent handling and good fuel economy.

shaped a new personalized financial scheme whereby customers can split their down payment into 2, paying $3,750

In anticipation of high growth in the vehicle market and with

at the time of purchase, and $3,750 after 5 years.

the relentless pursuit of customers’ satisfaction, Rymco is
also providing customers with the number one Aftersales

“The Nissan Tiida has already sold more than 10,000 cars

Service in Lebanon considering its extensive presence

in Lebanon and is exceeding customers expectations for

across Lebanon. Today, Rymco’s Aftersales department

compact vehicles offering roomy interiors, premium quality

manages an operation of four owned Aftersales garages in

and competitive fuel economy and performance,” says

Chiyah, Jal El Dib, Monot, Zouk Mosbeh with plans to

Fayez Rasamny Chairman of Rymco, “The Nissan Tiida is

expand further through additional aftersales outlets.

DIGITAL NEWS
MICRA ON THE MOVE
DIGITAL ACTIVITY
With the launch of the All New 2012 Micra in Lebanon,
RYMCO initiated in parallel a Digital Campaign to promote
the new model. The Facebook application is named “Micra
on the Move” located on the number one social network. A
branded Micra will roam the on the streets of Beirut on a

daily basis, where people take its picture and upload it on
the RYMCO page application and instantly win a voucher
for $250 deposit upon the purchase of a new Micra 2012.

the Lebanese favorite car and we are confident that this
offer will be a success.”
The Nissan Tiida 2011 offers its buyers two distinctive
body styles - a 5-door hatchback and 4-door sedan - each

AFTERSALES NEWS
RYMCO’S AFTERSALES SERVICE CENTER ADOPTS NEW SLOGAN;
YOUR SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT
RYMCO is not merely a Car Dealer; it has one of the best

branches of Aftersales service centers to Chiyah, Jal El Dib,

Aftersales Service Centers in Lebanon, by putting cus-

Monot, Zouk Mosbeh to provide its customers with profes-

tomers as their priority thus adopting the appropriate slo-

sional service for all car related needs. A specialized team

gan: YOUR SAFETY IS OUR COMMITMENT.

is also dedicated to around the clock road emergency serv-

Through its policy of excellence in quality as per ISO

ices on a 7-day basis.

9001:2008 certification standards, RYMCO has spread its

YOUR SAFETY IS
OUR COMMITMENT
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NEW POLICIES
HR - CORE VALUES
RYMCO has adopted Corporate Core Values defining the
characteristics of the company. They have brought
RYMCO to where it stands today, and will carry the
company into the future.

• Integrity
• Teamwork
• Mutual Respect
• Transparency
• Commitment to Customers

The HR Audit Committee members, in agreement with all
department heads at RYMCO, have defined the Core
Values to be:

• Commitment to Community and Environment
• Constructive Self-Criticism/ Self-Improvement

RYMCO PIONEERING SMOKE-FREE ENVIRONMENT
Rymco adopts a non-smoking policy within its premises,
staff and visitors
Beirut, 16 March, 2011- As part of its corporate social
responsibility program, Rasamny Younis Motor Company
(Rymco) announced full enforcement of a no-smoking
policy starting the first of January 2011. The new policy,
applied in all of Rymco’s offices, is paving the way to a
safer and healthier lifestyle for its staff and visitors.

first automotive dealer in Lebanon to go carbon neutral by
signing an agreement with UK-listed EcoSecurities to audit
and offset the Company's direct and indirect emissions of
greenhouse gases. Also in 2010 Rymco was a main
supporter for a new environmental study that aims to monitor the air pollution caused by traffic conducted by the
Atmospheric and Analytical Laboratory (AAL) at the
American University of Beirut (AUB).

Rymco's decision to become a smoke free institution
stands for taking the environmental commitments seriously.
“Though our contribution is considered minute in comparison
to the issue of climate change and the health risk that are
caused by smoking, we are confident that if more companies
realize the influence of simple measures such as this
initiative has on reducing environmental harm, perhaps
more of them will adopt such strategies,” said Fayez
Rasamny, Chairman of Rymco. “We prohibited smoking in
all of Rymco’s enclosed areas within the company
worksites while designating few areas for smoking” he
added.
This is not the first initiative embraced by Rymco to expand
their environmental commitments. In 2009 Rymco was the
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RYMCO PUBLISHES ITS QUALITY POLICY
RYMCO has been working diligently on setting up a Quality

strategy and commitment to the Quality Management

Management System with the aim of achieving a continu-

System and to the internal quality culture promoting

ally improved performance that would satisfy its customers

RYMCO’s values has been published in all RYMCO’s prem-

and employees.

ises.

The Quality Policy that conveys Top Management’s vision,

RYMCO, to maintain the system and continually monitor

ices (workshop & body shop) of Nissan, Infiniti, GMC,

and improve it.

Kawasaki, Renault Trucks, Commercial Vehicles, spare

“Successfully completing the rigorous process required for

parts & accessories and sales of used vehicles.

certification illustrates our unparalleled commitment to our

This certificate is to be renewed every 3 years during which

clients and our strong commitment to quality at all levels of

surveillance visits will take place twice a year in order for

our business.” said Fayez Rasamny, Chairman of RYMCO.

the certification body to make sure the System is main-

“We believe that adhering to the quality management sys-

tained with noticeable continuous improvement.

tem not only complies with the requirements of ISO
9001:2008 standard that provides the adequate means of
achieving the optimum level of quality but also paves the
way to KAIZEN, the Japanese philosophy for continuous
improvement.”
A QMS assures consistency in the level of quality of the
product and service provided to RYMCO’s customers &
continuous improvement to the performance of the company.
The ISO 9001:2008 certification attests to RYMCO’s adherence to a quality management system that ensures the
delivery of consistently superior services to the standards
demanded of ISO certified institutions. It follows an extensive evaluation of the business’ operating processes and
management systems by a team of independent auditors
who found RYMCO eminently deserving of an ISO certification.
The audit recognized RYMCO to be in full compliance with
ISO mandated quality management standards for the following specialist services: import, sales & after sales serv-

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
On the occasion of World Day of Environment, Sunday

ISO CERTIFICATION

June 25, 2011, TERRE Lebanon certified that RYMCO
S.A.L. saved 57 trees by sorting 3405 pounds of paper

RYMCO EARNS ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFICATION
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MEETS RIGOROUS
INTERNATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

from June 6, 2010 to June 5, 2011
This certificate represent s RYMCO’s commitment for an
internal recycling system that was adopted in 2010. This is
one of many RYMCO’s attempts to save the environment
and ensure a sustainable development with its “Drive

Beirut, 03 November

2011 - Rasamny-Younis

Motor

Company S.A.L. (RYMCO), exclusive dealer of Nissan

placing its rank on an international level recognized world-

green, drive clean” slogan.

wide.

Motors (Nissan, Infiniti), GM vehicles (GMC) and Kawasaki
in Lebanon, has received the stamp of approval from the

The Quality Systems Department at RYMCO was estab-

globally

of

lished in 2007 according to a board decision, with a clear

Standardization (ISO) for its Quality Management System,

scope to establish a Quality Management System in

recognized

International

Organization
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RYMCO AWARDS
YEAR
2011

AWARD
GM International Operations

PRESENTED TO
Fayez Rasamny

DESCRIPTION
Having attained superior sales and

Grandmasters Dealer

customer satisfaction levels,

Award 2010

you are recognized as one of GM's

FROM
GM

AFTERSALES AWARDS:
Line Function of the Year: Jamil Mrad
Team Leader of the Year (Body and Paint): Fawzi Hajj Ali
Team Leader of the Year (Service): Faycal Al Gharib
Service Advisor of the Year: Michel Jabbour
Technician of the Year: Haytham Al Ajib
Staff Function of the Year (Spare Parts
Department): Fouad Al Halabi
MANAGER OF THE YEAR:
Rodolph Akiki

top performing International Dealers
2011

GM International Operations

Abdo Sweidan

Having attained superior sales and

Grandmasters Dealer

customer satisfaction levels, you

Award 2010

are recognized as one of GM's top

GM

performing International Dealers
2011

Grandmasters 2011

Rasamny Younis Motor Co

New York

Gransmasters 2011 New York

GM

General Motors International
Operations

2011

Infiniti Middle East F1

Ralf Hammoush

Sales Competition
2011

Infiniti Middle East F1

Negib Debes

Sales Competition
2011

Best of the Best

Rasamny Younis Motor Co

For your efforts, dedication and

Infiniti -

commitment to the Infiniti Brand

MEA

For your efforts, dedication and

Infiniti -

commitment to the Infiniti Brand

MEA

GM Service Top Performer 2010

GM

FAREWELLS
RYMCO fairwells Mr. Adib Mouafak, Branch Manager –
Manara, one of its oldest employees. After more than 45
years of being part of the RYMCO family with great devotion
to the sales department, Mr. Adib has decided to leave for
retirement.

RYMCO wishes him good health, luck and

happiness.

ANNUAL DINNER
RYMCO ANNUAL EMPLOYEE DINNER
During the Annual Employee Dinner, that took place in May 2011 in Burj Al Hamam Broumana, the Awards for 2010 were
announced:

ADMINISTRATION AWARDS:
Staff Function of the Year: Samir Rizkallah
Support Function of the Year: Mona Hammoud
Salesperson of the Year: Geraldine Farah
Team of the Year: I.T Department Staff
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NEW STAFF MEMBERS
RYMCO WELCOMED NEW TEAM MEMBERS IN 2011
WAEL HOUSSAMI
Group Chief Financial Officer
Negib Debs

Brand Manager - Kawasaki Department
Brand Manager - Infiniti Department

January 2011

Pascale Nawar

Inbound Team Operator

January 2011

Makram Bou Moghlabeh

Picker

January 2011

Raed Abou Assaf

Counter Sales Agent - Zouk Branch

June 2011

Rabih Attallah

Sales Consultant

August 2011

Rami Aridi

Local Purchasing Assistant

September 2011

Mayez El Gharib

Service Advisor NISSAN

October 2011

Ahmed Hamieh

Main Service Technician

October 2011

Wael Houssami

Group Chief Financial Officer

December 2011

Wael Houssami is RYMCO’s Chief Financial Officer. He joins RYMCO with a professional career in Finance and
Accounting, specifically in the fields of commercial banking, investment banking, financial consulting and auditing. His
career spans over 13 years where he held leading positions at regional and multinational institutions including
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Leo Burnett, KIPCO Group and the Office of the President of Lebanon.

Prior to joining RYMCO, Mr. Houssami was Chief Financial Officer at Bank of Baghdad where he was part of a team
responsible for restructuring the bank’s financial standing, operations, human resources and brand image. Previously Mr.
Houssami held the position of Assistant Vice President at United Gulf Bank in Bahrain where he managed several investments and investment banking transactions. Mr. Houssami also held positions at PricewaterhouseCoopers (Lebanon and
Dubai), where he worked as an auditor and later as a consultant on assignments relating to mergers and acquisitions,
IPOs, feasibility studies, due diligence and valuations. He also worked as a Financial Analyst for the President of
Lebanon, a Sales Director in a trading business for leading US multinational FMCGs in the Middle East and Africa and
as a Media Executive at Starcom (Leo Burnett) in Dubai.

Mr. Houssami holds a Bachelor in Business Administration from the American University of Beirut and is a US Certified
Public Accountant (CPA) licensed by the State of New Hampshire.

NEGIB DEBS
Infiniti Brand Manager & Kawasaki Brand Manager

Mr. Negib Debs has 18 years of experience in increasingly responsible roles in sales and brand management at several
leading automotive companies.
He has worked previously in the African Market with Japanese and European brands such as Mitsubishi, Suzuki,
Peugeot, Renault and Land Rover.
Prior to joining RYMCO, as Infiniti and Kawasaki Brand Manager, he worked for 13 years for Mercedes-Benz and Smart.
Furthermore, he was the AMG and SLS specialist, the Personal Liaision Manager for Maybach and SLR, and a certified
“Trainer” for Daimler AG.
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MINI FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
It is with great pride that RYMCO congratulates its Football

members. “It is not important to win, but instead the

team for winning the Mini Football Championship against

essence is to try and take the loss as an experience and

all the Automotive Industry teams.

gather strength and determination to succeed” says Mr.

Even though they had a few tough games which led to

Fayez Rasamny upon congratulating each member. “What

losses, this allowed the team to gain strength and determi-

you have shown us in this championship, is what you have

nation to win. As a result: they made it. RYMCO won the

learnt from RYMCO as a company. Eventhough RYMCO

finale Game against T. Gargour on Saturday December 10,

has been going through a rough period, but this has given

2011 with a score of 6 – 4.

us all a challenge and motive to succeed with teamwork
and collaboration. We are determined to achieve and lead

The triumph wouldn’t have been achieved without the

amongst our competitiors in the years to come.”

excellent team spirit, team work and support amongst the
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RYMCO SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH RENAULT TRUCKS
INTERNATIONAL TO BECOME THEIR EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR IN LEBANON

Beirut, 9 December

2011 - Rasamny-Younis Motor

Company S.A.L. (RYMCO), signed today a partnership
agreement with Renault Trucks announcing them as exclusive distributor of Renault Trucks in Lebanon. The conference took place at RYMCO’s headquarters in Chiyah and
was attended by senior officials from RYMCO, Renault
Trucks International and members of the press.
This agreement is part of RYMCO’s strategy to expand its
brand portfolio, especially in the heavy duty vehicles, a new
sector that is still restrained in the Lebanese Market. It also
marks a new stage in the manufacturer's presence in
Lebanon enabling Renault Trucks to play a key role in the
country.
"Renault Trucks is one of the largest manufacturers of
Heavy duty vehicles in the world and we are proud for
being their official distributor in Lebanon as we strongly
believe in this long lasting partnership and future success.”
said Fayez Rasamny, Chairman of RYMCO. “This partnership will expand our brand portfolio enabling us to provide
consumers with a diversity of superior brands as we aim to
build successful partnerships and alliances with international entities such as Renault Trucks.” he added.
Mr. Frederic Mouret, Vice President of Renault Trucks
International stressed on the importance of this partnership
between the two companies: “We are pleased to have
signed this partnership that will join two family Groups for
years to come. This agreement confirms the commercial
ties between France and Lebanon by opening up opportunities to invest in this important market for our expansion.”
“We chose RYMCO based on their reputation in the automotive industry and we are confident that through this partnership RYMCO will be the best representative for Renault
Trucks in Lebanon.” he added.
Through this partnership, the two groups will achieve their
aim to reach to a new range of customers and serve the
industrial needs of the Lebanese market.
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NISSAN MICRA THE LEADING CAR OF THE 2011 BEIRUT MARATHON

a specially branded Micra, which was driving through the

$200 cash during the training run event. Also, a participant

streets of Beirut during September. Daily hints were posted

was selected for an opportunity to experience all the amaz-

on Facebook giving people clues as to where the Micra could

ing features of the iconic city car during a free weekend trial.

Beirut - December, 2011 –The multi-city event saw runners

partnership allows Micra to connect with thousands of

be found. Contestants were asked to find the car, take its

from all over the country gather at the marathon different

young running enthusiasts and reach out to its direct con-

photo then upload it to the RYMCO Facebook page.

starting points before they took off fore fronted by the new

sumer, aligning it with the runners’ passion”, he added.

Nissan Micra vehicles. Rymco employees led by Fayez

Nissan partnership in the 2011 Beirut Marathon was a great

Tina Panossian, Mohamad Majzoub, Charbel Bechara,

community allowing it to connect directly with the con-

Rasamny participated in the race with more than 35,000

way to bring the brand’s Master Shift and Move to the

Dani Saliba and Mirna Ozeir were announced as the 5 lucky

sumer, aligning it with the runners’ passion.

runners who shared with the brand its commitment to

active lifestyle community and allows it to connect to con-

winners of the digital competition and were offered instantly

sports.

sumers in a way that aligns Nissan Micra with the passions

“This year we choose Micra to be the leading car for Beirut

of the runners.

This partnership with the Blom Beirut Marathon provides
the ideal platform to bring Nissan to the active lifestyle

Marathon.” said Fayez Rasamny, Rymco chairman. “This

NISSAN TEAMS UP WITH STAR ACADEMY TO CREATE
SOUNDTRACK FOR THE NISSAN JUKE CROSSOVER
Beirut, August 26, 2011– Nissan Middle East has joined

Nissan Middle East approached the top eight students at

NISSAN OFFICIAL VEHICLE PARTNER OF 2011 BEIRUT MARATHON

with the hit pan-Arab reality TV show ‘Star Academy’ to

Star Academy (Season 8) and gave each one a Nissan

NISSAN TRAINING RUN KICK-OFF IN PREPARATION FOR
THE BEIRUT MARATHON

create a soundtrack for the Nissan Juke TV commercial,

branded laptop with a personalized application (Nissan

the new compact SUV with sports car styling, which will be

Juke Band) designed for the students to create a musical

available in showrooms across the GCC in August 2011.

soundtrack using Nissan Juke parts. Students were given

Aimed at a younger market, the Juke combines attitude,

one week to come up with a track, with the best one is to

modish style and energy with a mischievous sense of fun.

be used as the official soundtrack for the Nissan Juke TV

and the elderly to warm up for the marathon which will be
held on November 27.

commercial. The winner was announced during the Star

RYMCO Chairman Fayez Rasamny led the team of runners

General Manager of Marketing at Nissan Middle East, Syed

Academy Final prime on Friday, July 15, with Gilbert Simon

across the picturesque Marina and participants enjoyed the

Ahmed, said: “The Juke continues Nissan’s ambition to

taking home a brand new Nissan Juke courtesy of Nissan

live entertainment on offer including a Hip Hop Dancing

create vehicles which inspire and reward owners and

Middle East.

performance and music by Mix FM. As the official car of the

onlookers alike. The Juke sits comfortably in many classes

Beirut Marathon, the all-new 2012 Nissan Micra made a

of vehicle – SUV, hatchback and sports car – without com-

The same application which was given to the Star

special appearance following its successful launch last

promising practicality, performance or character. The com-

Academy contestants is now available on Facebook

month.

bination gives it unique appeal while providing ample inspi-

(http://www.facebook.com/nissanjukeband) for all music

ration to those creating their own Juke soundtrack.”

enthusiasts to create their own unique tracks. The track

The Training Run was also an opportunity to announce the

with the most likes will compete with the one created by

Beirut - Monday 31 October, 2011 – Today marked the success

winner of the Nissan “Micra on the Move” digital competition

Star Academy, which airs Fridays on LBC SAT TV, provid-

Gilbert, with a final vote determining the official soundtrack

of the Nissan Training Run for the 2011 Beirut Marathon

which was launched last month by international superstar

ed the perfect opportunity for collaboration with the Juke

for the Juke TV commercial.

which was held at Ain El Mreisseh. Nissan was joined by a

Nancy Ajram.

as it features the region’s best young, creative musicians

live radio crew and DJ Madjam from Mix FM who encouraged
roadrunners of all ages including teenagers, young adults

who are looking to make their mark on the music scene.

The Juke is the world’s first small Crossover, and follows in

The competition asked contestants to be on the lookout for
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the tracks of Murano – the world’s first ever Crossover –

its class, developing 140kW and 240 Nm with low fuel con-

and the ultra successful Qashqai. Together, they cement

sumption. The combination of direct injection with a tur-

Nissan’s place as King of the Crossovers.

bocharger provides the power and responses expected
from a 2.5-litre engine with the economy of a smaller

Like its bigger brothers, the Juke is a distinctive combina-

KAWASAKI PARTICIPATED IN A JOINT BIKERS RIDE

Kawasaki participated in a Joint Bikers Ride for Solidarity organized by the Italian Embassy in Lebanon on April 10, 2011.

engine.

tion of SUV toughness and sporting style. Conceived to
inject some masculinity and dynamism into the small car
market, Juke combines a number of seeming contradictions into its highly individual lines. From a design standpoint, the lower portion of Juke is pure SUV. It combines
chunky wheels, wide tyres, extended ground clearance and
a robust stance with a top portion that is unadulterated
sports car, with a high waistline, slim visor-like side glass
graphics and a coupé-style falling roofline. The coupé
effect is further underlined by the rear doors which have
their handles hidden in the frame of the door.
Two engines are available for the Middle East region, the
1.6-L (litre) Gasoline Engine unit and the 1.6L Direct
Injection Gasoline Turbo Engine. At the top of the range is
a new turbocharged petrol engine (MR16DDT) with direct

RYMCO SHOWCASES OUTSTANDING
NEW MODELS AT ‘OUTDOOR LEBANON’

injection (DIG-T). The engine is one of the most powerful in

Rymco officially launches the all-new GMC Terrain – an SUV

Rymco, one of the biggest exhibitors at Outdoor Lebanon,

icon for driving dynamics, compelling style and versatility

presented the new 2011 full line-up of GMC and Kawasaki,
showcasing its exciting range of outdoor capabilities.

LEBANON 2011 PENTATHLON
Beirut, 21 June 2011 - Rasamny-Younis Motor Company
S.A.L. (RYMCO) made a notable impact at the Outdoor

GMC total line-up featured 3 new models: the 2011 new
face lift GMC Terrain - GM’S first compact SUV, the 2011

RYMCO participates in the Lebanon 2011 Pentathlon

Kfardebian, Running in Mzaar – Faqra Club, Grass Skiing in

Lebanon exhibit with exciting displays to showcase the lat-

Event, July 31, 2011 in Keserwan Mountains. Under the

Faqra Club, and Extreme Sports demonstrations in

est GMC and Kawasaki models to underline, yet again,

GMC Acadia: the 7 seat Crossover SUV, the 2011 GMC

High Patronage of the Lebanese Army Commander in Chief

Kfardebian Natural Bridge. RYMCO was a main sponsor,

Rymco brands’ unique position in the automotive market.

Yukon Denali: the full size luxury SUV.

General Jean Kahwaji, this extreme sports event consisted

displaying its SUV line-up at all locations of the event.

of Kayaking in the Faraya Chabrouh Dam, Biking in Mzaar

The 2011 Kawasaki models included the thrilling Ninja
Rymco displays set the mood of outdoor and rough

250R, ZX6R, Versys (ABS), Brute Force, Teryx, and exciting

schemes that translates into a remarkable line-up of high-

jet-skis STX-15F and Ultra 300X.

performance SUV’s and motorbikes by some of the world’s
leading automakers.
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NANCY AJRAM LAUNCHES ALL NEW 2012 NISSAN MICRA IN LEBANON
STYLE AND SAFETY HIT THE SMALL CAR SEGMENT

RYMCO IN ABC ASHRAFIEH

Beirut, 7 September 2011 – International superstar Nancy

Reliable, stylish, accessible and maneuverable, it is bound to

Ajram has today officially launched the all-new 2012 Nissan

be enjoyed by a wide range of customers in various markets.

Micra in Lebanon, at a special press conference at the

Boasting breakthrough packaging and small-car engineer-

Rasamny-Younis Motor Company S.A.L. (RYMCO) head-

ing, the five-door hatchback Nissan Micra will offer excep-

ment experience like no other. Thus, in September 2011,
RYMCO appropriately and successfully placed the all-new
Nissan Micra 2012 and the Nissan Murano in Level 3,
where a high foot fall is present.

quarters in Chiyah. The press conference was attended by

tional value for money, priced from just $13,900 including

RYMCO is always incessantly in search of association with
strategic names and brands. Since 2011, RYMCO has participated in model displays in ABC Mall in Ashrafieh, with
models such as the GMC Terrain, the Infiniti Line-up, etc.
ABC is a prominent mall and department store in Lebanon
offering a unique shopping, dining, leisure and entertain-

high-ranking officials from RYMCO, Nissan Middle East and

VAT and registration, complete safety, performance and con-

members of the press.

venience features.

Murano in ABC - August 2011

Micra in ABC - September 2011

Infinit in ABC - January 2011

GMC in ABC - May 2011

Its high standard safety features include Anti-Lock Brakes
Nancy joined forces with Nissan as the official ambassador

with Electronic Brake Force Distribution and Brake Assist, as

for the Micra, her favorite city car, which brings style and

well as 4 airbags; front, side and curtain airbags. In addition,

safety to the small car segment. The star wowed the audi-

the Nissan Micra will offer a range of convenience features

ence with a special performance and also launched the

such as a multifunction Drive Computer, air conditioning,

Nissan Micra Facebook competition.

central locking with remote keyless entry, power windows
and mirrors, theft immobilizer and an outstanding sound sys-

The competition asks contestants to be on the lookout for a

tem; radio, CD, mp3, auxiliary and 6 speakers.

specially branded Micra, which will be driving through the

The new Micra aims to attract a wider audience with its con-

streets of Beirut during September. Daily hints will be posted

temporary good looks, spacious and fashionable interior in

on Facebook giving people clues as to where the Micra can

addition to a powerful high performance engine of 1.5L with

be found. If people find the car, take its photo then upload it

97 Horsepower. The all-new Nissan Micra comes in five

to the RYMCO Facebook page, they will be offered a special

trendy colors to suit your personal preference as well as

discount voucher on the purchase of the new Micra.

three grades to satisfy the various needs with a manual and

Fayez Rasamny, Chairman of RYMCO, exclusive distributor

two automatic transmission trims. In addition to all the fea-

of Nissan in Lebanon, commented on the importance of

tures, all Nissan models come with 4 years warranty.

safety in the small car segment. “With the increasing popularity of small cars in Lebanon, it’s really important that we do

Purchasers of the new Micra will also feel secure as RYMCO

not compromise on safety. The new Micra is a step above

has one of the best Aftersales Service Centers in Lebanon.

the rest with ABS and 4 airbags as standard safety features,”

Through their policy of excellence in quality and with

he said.

Customer Satisfaction as their priority, RYMCO has spread

The fourth generation of the iconic city car, the new Micra will

its branches of Aftersales Service Centers to Chiyah, Jal El

set new benchmarks in the market for the light car segment

Dib, Monot, Zouk Mosbeh to provide our customers with

and is on course to lead in its class as a powerful, safe, and

professional service for all car related needs. A specialized

fuel efficient city car.

team is also dedicated to around the clock road emergency

Like its predecessor, the all-new Micra is expected to make

services on a 7-day basis.

a big impression as a refreshing new compact runabout.

Infiniti displayed its sleek line-up at a very elegant display
stand at ABC Ashrafieh – L3. The stand is available from
February 16 to 28, 2011, promoting is exclusive offer on
2010 Infiniti Models.
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GET READY TO POUNCE

Compact, with a big bite, it lays claim to an all-new breed:
the Turbocharged Sport Cross. The intentions are clear.
Ride high, stand out, and move quickly. All while customizing your ride on the go. The turbocharged engine delivers

serious boost when you need it and sips fuel when you
don’t. Everything you thought a vehicle was just got turned
on its head. JUKE’s up to something and raring to go.
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ABOUT RYMCO:
Rasamny-Younis Motor Company S.A.L. (RYMCO) is a joint stock company, ISO certified 9001:2008,
was established in 1957 in Lebanon and is the only automotive dealer to be listed on the Beirut Stock
Exchange since 1998. RYMCO is one of the leading vehicle retail dealerships in Lebanon where it
holds majority market share in the new vehicle retail industry, and commands a considerable portion
of the used vehicle market. RYMCO operates a chain of independent showrooms and stores, a
bonded warehouse as well as state-of-the-art servicing and maintenance facilities. The company
has an automotive dealership arrangement with auto manufacturers in the US, Japan, Europe and
China that include the likes of automotive giants Nissan Motors (Nissan, Infiniti), GM vehicles (GMC),
Renault trucks, UD Trucks, and Kawasaki under the Leisure division. RYMCO marine is another unit
within the RYMCO operations specialized in the servicing of boats under the brand name of RYMCO
Marine.
In 2009, RYMCO UK was granted the right to distribute the Infiniti brand of cars in London. It will
cover distribution for the area through three SSS IREDI facilities in Reading, Chiswick and Hatfield;
along with a boutique in the centre of London in Piccadilly.
RYMCO SAL holds also the majority of the shareholding of free zone companies in Syria which main
activity is the importation of Nissan and Infiniti vehicles and the storage of these vehicles in the free
zone areas, for the purpose of reselling them to the Syrian market (mainly to a Syrian company owning the exclusive distribution for Nissan cars in Syria.)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE LOG ON TO WWW.RYMCO.COM OR CONTACT:

RYMCO
Ms. Rana Eyamie,
Senior Brand Executive
Tel: +961 1 273333
Fax: +961 1 274311
Email: rana.eyamie@rymco.com

